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The complexity of subclasses of Magical theories (mainly Presburger and Skolem arithmetic) is 
studied. The subclasses are defined by the structure of the quantifier prefix. 
For this purpose finite versions of dominoes (tiling problems) arc used. Dominoes were 
introduced in the sixties as a tool to prove the undecidability of the WV-case of the predicate 
calcuhrs and have found in the meantime many other applications. Here it is shown that 
problems in complexity classes NTIME(T(n)) are reducible to domino problems where the 
space to be tiled is a square of size 7(n). Because of their simple combinatoriai structure these 
dominoes provide a convenient method for proving lower complexity bounds for simple 
formula classes in logical theories. 
Using this method it is shown that the class of 3W*-formulas in Presburger arithmetic has 
exponential complexity. This seems to be the simplest class with this property because the set 
of 3*-sentences in Presburger arithmetic is NP-complete and the classes which are defined by 
fixed prefikes (i.e. where also the number of variables is limited) are all contained in 
appropriate levels of the polynomial time-hierarchy. 
Skolem arithmetic is the theory of positive natural numbers with multiplication and *s thus 
(isomorphic to) the weak direct power of Presburger arithmetic. For the theory in general as 
well as for most subclasses the complexity is one exponential step higher than in the case of 
Presburger arithmetic. An exception is the class of T-formulas which is shown to be 
NP-compiete. On the other hand there is a formula class with fixed dimension which already 
has an exponential lower complexity bound. 
The last section mentions some results on other logical theories and indicates some possible 
lines of future research. 
In the fifty years since the negative solution of Hilberts ‘Entscheidungsproblem’ 
by Church and Turing mathematicians have spent many efforts considering 
refined versions of the ‘Entscheidungsproblem’. Instead of looking for an 
algorithm to decide all formulas of the predicate calculus the attention was 
focussed to subclasses defined by syntactical restrictions: by bounds on the 
structure of the quantifier prefix and/or on the arity and number of the occurring 
redicate and function symbols. A huge number of results concerning decidability 
and complexity of such formula classes has been produced up to now (see 
6rger’s article [3] for a survey). Also, a variety of interesting and sophisticated 
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this section is not to give a full treatment of those theories, but rather to give a 
short overview how the complexities of subclasses of various thecries behave in 
comparison to the complcbxity of 1’Lhe theories as a whole, and to indicate some 
possible lines of future research. 
2. 
Concepts from fogic 
The theories which will be considered are formulated in languages 9 which 
contain constants, variables x0, x1, . . . (with subscripts in binary notation), the 
equality sign =, the logical signs V, A, 1, 3, V and brackets, and in addition a 
finite number of function symbolsfi, f2, . . . , fr and predicates P,, f?, . . . , e. 
A structure ckd for 9 consists of a nonempty set M, the univme of 4, of 
funcrions Q’~, . . . , tpr and relations RI, . . . , R, with arities corresponding to 
f l,. . . ,fr and PI,. . . , e. Constants and variables are interpreted as elements of 
M, the functions pi interpret he J and the relations Ri the 4. 
I=F means that the sentence F is true when interpreted in the structure 4. 
‘I%(&), the theory of 4, is the set of sentences F tith JUE F. If J4 = 
W; q 1, l l l s v*, 49 l - l 3 R,) is a structure, where M contains a distingriished 
element 0 and &ii> = 0 for all i, we can consider its weak direct ,gower 
&=(M*,q$ ,..., q&R; ,... , R,*) whose universe consists of the sequences 
from M which are 0 almost everywhere, 
M*:={f:N+M (f(n)#Oonly for finitely many n EN}. 
The functions Q,: M’+ M and the relations R gg M’ are lifted to functions 
@: M*‘+ M* and relations R* c M*’ by 
@(fl, . . . , f,)(n) := &ti(n), . . . 9 f,(n)) for dl n E N 
(f l,..., t f)eR* e Km), . . ..fi(n))ERforalln4W]. 
Note that the condition ~(6) = 0 is necessary to assure that q*& . . . , fi) is an 
element of M*. In Section 5 we will make use of the fact that the structure of 
positive natural numbers with multiplication and divisibility (N+; l , 1) is isomor- 
phic to the weak direct power of the natural numbers with addition and order 
0% +, s). 
A formula is said to be in prenex normal form if all quantifiers are ‘pulled out’ 
to the front, i.e. it is is of the form Q1xl . . . QA~ F where F is quantifier-free. The 
word Q1 l . . Qs E (3, V}* is called the prejix of the formula. It is well known that 
every formula of length n can be transformed in polynomial time to an equivalent 
formula in prenex normal form which has the same number of quantifiers and 
length O(n log n). (Here and throughout this paper all logarithms are to the base 
2.) The possible increase of the length by the factor log n comes from the need to 
change the names of certain variables. As we have at most O(n) variables and 
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ular tiling problem is the question, whether it is possible to cover 
in the Cartesian plane or a subset of it by copies of tiles such 
fit adjacency conditions are fulfilled. The tiles are usually 
represented by orientated unit squares with coloured edges and the adjacxmcy 
conditions require that only tiles may be placed on horizontally or ve 
adjacent points which have matching colours on their common edge. We h 
s, but infinitely many of each tile. Rotation 
oreover it is sometimes re red that certain places (e.6. the ori 
or the bottom row) must be tiled by specific tiles. Originally the term ‘domino 
problem’ meant only this particular version of Gling problems. But although we 
will in a moment reformulate and slightly generalize the notion of a tiling system 
we use the terms ‘domino system’ and ‘tiling system’ interchangeably. 
It has turned out, that many undecidable combinatorial problems - in the first 
the halting problem for Turing machines- may be described as tiling 
em of one sort or another. Because of their simplicity these tiling problems 
may on the other hand be reduced to the decision problem for syntactically 
simple formula classes of the predicate calculus. Thus, with the help of dominoes 
not only the undecidability of the VDklass could be settled [18], but also many 
other undecidable formula classes, defined by quantifier prefixed and/or the arity 
of the predicates and functions involved (see e.g. [23], [16]). 
Recently finite versions of domino problems have been introduced as a tool in 
complexity theory: Lewis [22] and Ftirer [ll] used them to prove exponential 
lawer bonds for decidable prefix classes of the predicate calculus; van Emde Boas 
[6] and Lewis/Papadimitriou [24] introduced a domino problem as a ‘master’ 
NP-complete problem, in order to avoid the reduction to SAT for showing 
EXACT CO’JER and KNAPSACK to be NP-complete. 
In the sequel we assume, that domino systems are encoded in a suitable way 
over a finite alphabet and we .klsn~ili~ them with their encodings. S is either f+J x N 
or a finite square S” = (0, . . . , m} x (8, . . . , m}. We consider the following 
three tiling problems: 
Instance. A domino system 9 consisting of a finite set D and binary relations 
HJcDxD. 
Questixt. Is there a tiling t : S + D such that for all (x, y) E S 
Z(X, Y) = di A Z(X + 1, Y) = dj * (di, dj) E H, 
T(X, Y) = di A T(X, Y + 1) = dj 3 (dip dj) E V. 
Instance. $3 = (D, H, V) as above and in addition a subset Do c D. 
Question. Is there a tiling z as above which tiles the origin with an element Df 
D,-,? 
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eorem 3.1. For every Turing machine there is a diofwino spem 9 = 
in polyr;omid time m M and for all inputs XI= 
isanx=~~==~x,-~ such thatfo; a&man: 
(9, x) t&is Sm iff there is a cornphwation of A& on x of length m. 
(Due to H. Lewis [a] with some modikations; as Lewis was interested in 
undecidabiity rather than complexity he had to encode only deterministic 
computations into tilings of 9. The extension to nondeterministic Turing 
machines somewhat complicates the proof.) 
We first construct a domino 9 where also diagonal adjacency conditions are 
imposed, i.e. besides the relations _a and v we Ao have yi;f+, @- c b x b and if 
points (x, Y) and (X + 1, Y + 1) are tiled with di and di respectively, then (di, dj) 
must be in @’ (and similarly with (x - 1, y + 1) and W’). 
For simplicity of notation we assume that M has just one tape. Extending to 
m&tape Turing machines requires only minor modifications. Set 6:=(Q x 
X) U (C x (0, I)) We denote elements of C by a, a’; elements of Q by q, q’ and 
elements of C x (0, 1) and Q x 2 by ai, a’? aud qa, q’a’ respectively. The idea is 
that successive rows of a tiling represent the successive configurations of a 
computation of M. Thus a row must have the form 
The index 0 or 1 attached to the elements of C gives the information whether 
the element is on the left or on the right side of the scanning head. When dealing 
with nondeterministic Turing machines this information is necessary in order to 
enforce that every row contains one and only one tile from Q x 2. If only 
deterministic Turing machines are involved (as is the case if we are only 
interested in decidability/undecidability and not in complexity) 
this. 
The adjacency relations I?, r?, W+, I@- now are as follows: 
fi = ((a0, a’@ 1 a, a’ # b} U ((a0, qu’) 1 u + b} U {(qa, a’l) 
U ((al, a?) 1 a = b+a’ = b). 
we can discard 
a=b$a’=b} 
This assures that a row has the required form and that no non-b’lank symbol 
ozcurs to the right of a blank symbol. 
V, W+ and W- must encode the transition relation 6: 
V= {(ai, ai)) U {(ai, qa)) (unscanned symbols remain unchanged) 
u {(qa, q’a’) I (qa, q’a’) E 6) U {(qa, aO) I (qa, q*R) 5 6 for some q’) 
U ((40, al) I (qa, q’L) fz 6 for some q’), 
-+ W= ((ai, a’i)} u ((a0, qa’)} U {(qa, q’a’) 1 (40, q’@ E 6) U Nqa, a’l)), 
p-z ((ai, a?)} U {(al, qa’)} U ((46 q’a’) 1 (qa, q’L) E 6) U {(qh a’W. 
on inpalt x’ =A$- l l x;_* of length 
e lirst row tiled by A$ l l l im_l(b)“-” 
m corresponds to a 
&, = (q&) and 
adjaceny conditions 
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A of@ The corresponding tiling of V 
ex=x,-•x,_,: We agreed on the convention that :he first 
mputation is deterministic; this means that the first two rows of any 
. . . 
. . . 
uefy determined by 9 and .&,. Now define: 
xi = (Z;, Z, pi, vi) with Ui =Zi+l for i <n - 1 and un_* = b, 
vo=yo, vl =yl and vi =& fol i> 1. 
by projecting each 
define 
b) E 
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where Z(k, - I), Z(k, m + 1) and Z(m + 1, I) are defined to be z ; t is a tiling of 
(6, x). IJ 
Because it is undecidable whether a Turing machine halts on the empty word, 
Theorem 3.1 immediately ields the undecidability of the origin constrained and 
the first row constrained omino problem for S = N x N. 
For tilings of finite spaces we conclude 
Let T(n) be a time resource bound such that T(nj/n-,= and for 
T(dn) = o(T(n)). Then there is a fied domino system 9 and a 
Whenever T(n) has the assumed properties then -according to [32]-- 
there is a language 
L E NTIME(T(n)) - NTFIME(T(dn)). 
Let M be a Turing machine deciding L in time T(n); without loss of generality we 
may assume that the accepting computations remain after acceptance in the 
accepting configuration whereas the rejecting computations of M on inputs of 
length n reject after at most T(n) - 1 steps. The computations of length T(n) are 
therefore xactly the accepting computations. If (9, X) is the domino constructed 
from M and input x’ (Ix’1 = n) in the proof of Theorem 3.1, then 
9 is constructed from M is constant ime k (independent of n) and Ix I= Ix’ I. 
Choose c with T(cn) + k < T(dn) for large n. If I’&, were in NTIME(T(cn)j, 
then L would be in N’HME(T(dn)j contradicting the assumption. El 
Now we want to consider the origin constrained omino problem: 
. A,,,,:={~ 19~ is an origin constrained omino system which tiles 
sT(,D,)I. 
It is possible to reduce the first row constrained to the origin constrained 
domino problem by encoding the con ions on the tiling of the tirst row into the 
domino system itself. The simplest w to do this is to construct from (9, X) an 
origin constrained omino 9’ by adding to D n tiles (xi, i) (0 G i -C n). en set 
E. Griidel 
u (((Xi, 0; (Xi+,, i + 1)) Oecn - 11 u {((x,--1, n - 1); b))p 
d E D A (Xi; d) E V}. 
’ correspond to the tilings of (9, x). We want to 
e origin constrained domino problem in terms of the 
string encoding 9’. 9’ has n + 101 tiles; 
we associate with every tile a name and 
the elements of DA, ’ and V’ we obtain a sequence 
we get only a T(cn n)-lower bound for ATtnj. 
f the factor l/logn by reducing (9, x) to an 
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presented by their characteristic function vectors 
n,: Let I)’ = {d,,, . . . , d,,l}. 
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and ;i 
W)- 
y for V’. T&is gives a binary representation of 9’ length O(m*) = 
respect to this encoding we have 
3.3. L,et T(n) be a time restiurce function sati@Gng the conditions of 
rem 3.2. Then there is a constant c> 0 such that 
reduce (9, x) (1x1= n) to an origin constrained omino wilh O(G) 
city let us assume that n = m*, i.e. x = x0x1 l l l xe+j l l l x*z_~, 
D’ = D U {(a, i) 1 a E D, 0 s i C m} U {(*); (**); (***)} 
U{(j)~O~j~m}U{~)~O~j~m}, 
+ 2)(fi + I) + 2 = O(fi) elements. The relations If’ and V’ 
by (9, x) will correspond to tilings of Sk+l 
column and one row xe added to the tiling of 
into segments of length I/& the jth segment 
s to divide also x into se nts of length fi 
using tiles (a, i) (with a i <m): (a, i) is 
r neighbour of (j) iff Xjm+i = a. esides the first row- 
ra column-the tilings of (9, x) and 9’ are 
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Explicitly, we define: 
H’={((***);(~))}U{((**);x,O))U{((j);(j)) p-j-) 
u Wi); cm ((3; (i + 1)) I fw-4 
U ((6 9; (a’, i + 1)) 1 a,akD,Osi<m-1) 
u {((a9 m - 1); (a’, 0)) 1 Q, a’ E D> U ({( *)) x D), 
V’ = v U {(***); (**))I U (((**);(*))) U {((*); (*))) 
U {((j); (xjm+i, i)) 1 OSjSm - 1, OSXm - 1} 
U U(i); (xo.+~)~.-~, m - 1)) I 0 si s m - 11 
u {((m); (b))) u {((a, 2’); (a’)) 1 (a, a’) E W 
This yields the desired reduction. Cl 
The lower bounds given in Theorem 3.2 and Theorem 3.3 almost match the 
upper bounds which are much easier to prove: 
If T(n) is a time resource bound, then 
Given a domino, ‘guess’ a tiling z: STtnj+ D and check, whether it fulfills 
the required conditions. This takes O( T@z)~ IDi) steps. By the Linear Speed Up 
Theorem (see fl7]) the theorem follows. Cl 
Observe, that for functions T(n) with at least exponential growth there is a 
constant c such that these upper bounds are dominated by T(cn). 
Presburger arithmetic (PA) is the first-order theory of the natural numbers with 
addition and order. y abuse of notation will 
of sentences which are true in this model. + will be a 
-in general - allow multiplication 
e form cytxl + l l - + cu,x, + 
s are (tl = t2) or (I1 S t2) (w 
uence on the 
itive constants c, d 
Ferrante/Rackoff [8] and Berman 
(cn), n) and PA $ ATIME(exp2(dn). Can). 
-Presburger arithmetic restricted to sentences with at 
er alternations -were investigated by ReddyfLovelaud [29] and 
PA, E DSPACE@=-), PA, $ (2WmP) . 
of classes with bounded quantifier alternations is roughly one 
for PA, ban 
classes: PA E ATI nd PAa+d+m $ rrTIME(2cnk, m) for 
m, however, the lower bound does not hold. Deciding an 
reduces to determinin g whether a system of linear diopha&ne 
ties is solvable. This is an h’p-complete problem, as was shown by von zur 
nion of an NP~c~$ute with a 
&ready happens 
re considered in 
defines a formula class contained in Cp, or rrP, (depending on 
ierarchy (see [36] for definitions). ost prefixes actually define complete 
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burger arithmetic which admits an exponential lower 
xception of classes already known to be 
al time hierachy). 
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An exponential Iower bound for the class of’3 
We will show that the origin constrained omino problem for spaces S = S, = 
{(x, y) IO G X, y s 2”) can be reduced to [3V*] n PA by a polynomial-time 
reduction. Using the result in Section 3 we will conclude that the 3Fsentences 
in Presburger arithmetic cannot be deciaed in less than nonderministic exponen- 
tial time. 
I.& 9 = (D, DO, H, V) be a fixed domino system. We can assume that 
D = (0,. . . , k}. 
With every point (x, y) of S we associate a nonempty finite set of primes PxsY 
These sets are pairwise disjoint and contain only primes bigger than k. We 
encode tilings t: S -+ D by natural numbers t such that for all (x, y) E S: 
t(x, Y) = e t = d (mod p) for all p E Px,,,. 
The Chinese Remainder Theorem guarantees the existence of a t for all mappings 
z:S+D. 
Given 9 we construct an V*-formula F”(t) of PA expressing that t encodes a 
tiling of S by 9. More precisely F,(t) will take the form: 
If z is a tiling of S by 9, then Fe(t) clearly is true for t e t defined above. 
Suppose, conversely, that F,(t) is true for some t. Choose for every (x, y) E S a 
prime p E Pr,Y and define t(~, y) to be the unique d <p with t = d (modp). The 
construction of Fe(t) yields that t has the required properties. 
Of course, it would be sufficient if every set Px,Y contained just a single prime. 
It is, however, easier to define larger sets, consisting of all primes in some interval 
in N. To Ux one particular element - e.g. the smallest - in this interval would 
require an additional quantifier alternation. 
We have to define Px,Y such that p E Px,Y can be expressed by an 3*-formula 
Q,&, y, p) constructible in polynomial time; moreover we must show that 
t = d (mod p) is expressible by an V*-formula of polynomial ength. Because the 
formulas Q& y, pi) occur in the premise and the congruences in the conclusion 
of the implication in Fe(t), the prenex normal form of &(t) then is an 
e begin by defining multiplication up to 2” by a trivialized form of the 
E. 
+U+lhZ=u+u+y)]h 
ressing (xChuy=z). The 
v(x=u+u+1hZ==V+v+y)]+ (us Ys w 
and to V*-formulas 
is neutral (for p s 2”); it is expressible by 
step is the constructicm of the sets P&,. Consider the function 
y) (x+)‘--l)(x+Y)+y -=- 3 l 
2 
. 
(x, y) + [*j. We define 
at least one prime between any 
consecutive squares, but this 
Ingham, states that tar every 
e between x and x +x@. Thus the sets P_& are 
,2”) + [*I + 1)3 S 2&+= (for 
y, p E [u3, (u + I)“] is expressible 
prima&Q up to 2”. Tk 
and may be of independent 
P,(p) of length bounded by a 
a prim? 62”. 
ultiplication up to 2” it is evi ent that prim&y can be 
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It is much more difficult to construct an equivalent 3*-formula. For this 
purpose we use a cri &ion by Lucas for which a general proof has been given by 
Lehmer [21]: 
Ijp is a natural number and p - 1 = &I @ is the prime number decomposition 
ojp - 1, then p is a prime if and only if there is a number a E N with 
(1) ap-’ = 1 (modp), 
(2) a(p-l)‘a 9 (modp) for all i = 1, . . . , 1 with cui 3 1. 
This criterion WAS used by Pratt [27] to show that the set of primes is in IV?: 
‘Guess’ a chain of numbers ql, . . . , q,,, with q1 = 2 and q,,, =p. For afl 
i=2,..., m guess a number a and check whether 
(0) qi - 1 = n qfj for some Cpl, . . . , /3i+ 
jCi 
(1) aQiB1 = 1 (modp), 
0 a(9ii-1)‘* 5 1 (mod p) for all j C i with @j 3 1. 
Because m can be bounded by [logp] the procedure requires time bounded by 
a polynomiai in logp. 
We can ‘simulate’ this procedure by a Presburger formula. First we construct a 
family of 3*-formulas E&, y, z, p) of length polynomial in n expressing: 
(x, y, z <p s 2” A z =xy (modp)). This can easily be done using the well-known 
exponentiation trick (see e.g. [19, p. 4411): 
If Y = i yi where yi = yi2’ (yi E (0, 1)) 
i=O 
set: z~):=x~, zi :=zi_lXyi (modp) and z :=z,. 
Now we proceed to the coqstruction of P,(p): 
where Bk formulates the conditions of the Lucas-Lehmer criterion: Assume that 
419 l l -9 G-1 are pril,:e; Bk(ql, . . . , qk+, p) expresses that 
(0) p - 1 is the product of some powers ai = q{ of qi; 
(1) that the (p - I)-th power of some a E N is congruent to 1 (modp); 
(2) that for @i = q{ with j > 0 and for p’i = (p - l)/qi, the p’i-th 
different from 1 (mod p). 
PO a Qm(x, y, p) expressing that p E Prmy can now be def!ned as 
is coFlstmt c > 0 such that 
PM E(29. 
there is a constant d such 
rrect tiling of S, is not in 
that there is an algorithm, taking any 
a formula 3t F,(t) as described at the 
-formula of length snk (for a k E IV) and 
t c such that p(n) + 2nkC2dn. If [3V* 
uld have a nondeterministic procedur 
c~~t~adic~~o~ to eorem 3.3. q 
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allow - in analogy to our treatment of Presburger arithmetic - exponentiation 
x0 with constants (Iwritten in binary. 
Skolem arithmetic is isomorphic to the weak direct power PA* (see Section 2 
for definitions) of Presburger arithmetic via Q, : N* + N with 
( al, a2, . . . , 
is the set of primes in an arbitrary order. This mapping takes 
plication and order to divisibility. Thus the two versions of SA 
are (isomorphic to) the weak direct powers of Th(l+J, +) and Th(N, +, G) 
respectively. Of course divisibility is definable by multiplication via (X 1 y) w 
3v (X l u = y) at the cost of an additional quantifier. That’s why it makes no 
difference for the complexity of the theory as a whole and of most subclasds 
whether we allow 1 or not. We will, however, sho that in the version with the 
divisibility relation one a-quantifier is enough to define an NP-complete formula 
class; otherwise 3 n SA is in P. If nothing else is explicitly stated, SA will always 
stand for both versions. 
The decidability of Skolem arithmetic was roved already in 1930 by T. Skolem 
[33]. The same result also follows from the more general theorems due to 
Mostowski [25] and Feferman/Vaught [7] saying t:iat the weak direct power of 
any decidable theory is decidable. 
Ferrante and Rackoff [8] proved a triple exponential upper bound for Skolem 
arithmetic: 
. For some constant c 
SA E AT4[ME(exp3(cn), n). 
(Actually they stated their result in terms of the class DSPACE(exp&n)), but 
it is clear that their analysis yields the ATIME-bound.) For this purpose they 
developed amethod for lifting upper complexity bounds from a logical tkeory to 
its weak direct power using the technique of Ehrenfeucht-FraYissbgames. In 
general the complexity is about one exponential step higher. 
The crucial idea is the following: First a norm is defined on f+4*: If 
f = (f(l), f (2), . . . 9 f (i), . . 4 E N*, set 
It is thc:m shown that if the range of quantifiers in a Presburger formula can be 
restricted to the elements of size less than w, then the range of the quantifiers in 
the same formula but interpreted in f+J* can be restricte to elements f wi 
11 f 11 s w’ where w’ has about the same magnitude as w. In r-burger arithmetrc 
a decision procedure for such a formula requires essentially space log w, 
whereas writing down and perfor 
tions with elements f of Fhl* with 11 f I 
cted to sentences with at m0Q m 
, m), for a constant c. 
be my 6pant@er prefix with m aIte,ltatiorrs. mere is 
onsdm)suchthat 
lower complexky bounds? Already in their paper on Presburger 
real addition [9] Fischer/Rabin announced a triple-exponential 
r Skolem arithmetic: 
. 
(cn)) for a positive constant c. 
owever, has been pub ed for this result. 
d a new method for 
unds on the complexity of logical theories. They extended 
undecidability-pnoofs-namely inseparability results such as 
htenbrot that no xcursive set separates the logically invalid 
age with a binary relation from those which are satisfiable in 
d made them applicable in complexity theory. Together with 
alysis of the complexity of certain 
ces the need to 
enson Compton show that this method produces essentially all 
ties including some cases where 
ever having been published. 
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because it gives a lower bound for alternating time instead of nondeterministic 
time complexity: 
(Compton, Hetison). There is a constant c > 0 such that 
The proof proceeds by lifting an interpretation of a class of trees of height three 
into (N, +) (which is easily obtained from the arguments of scher/Rabin) to an 
interpretation of a class of trees of height four (which is shown to have triple 
exponential complexity) into (N’, l ).
This has the advantage that it applies also to formula classes with bounded 
quantifier alternations. The approach of Henson and Compton can be modified a 
little in order to give also results for such formula classes. 
Together with the arguments of Fiirer [lo] one can derive: 
m 5.5. Let m and fi be any natural mmbem 31. Then there exist positive 
constants c, d such that 
sfb,,+ril+d $ ATIMWw&n*), fib 
Bysettingmandfi = 1 thk gives the nondeterministic bound 
s&t $ ~@m(cn)). 
NPxompleteness of the existential sentences of SA 
Theorem 5.5 states that the sentences of SA with srn quantifier alternations 
have double exponential complexity if m is large enough. But as in PA the case 
m = 1, where we have only one sort of quantifiers must be treated separately. 
Whcras the jump from PA to its weak direct power results for most formula 
classes in an exponential increase of the complexity, this does not hold for 
3*-sentences. As in PA we have: 
5.6. [3*] n SA is NP-complete. 
Consider a sentence 3x1 l . l 3.~~ F(xl, . . . , x,) with F quantifier-free. We 
claim that whenever F is satisfiable, then there is a ‘small’ vector (x1, . . . , xt) that 
satisLs F. 
By taking the DNF of F, pulling the quantifiers into the disjunctions and with 
some elementary transfot-mations we can reduce the problem to the question, 
whether there is a solution (x1, . . . , x,) of 
where bi, dj E W and aj,r, ci.1 E H. 
ear diophantine problems 
. . ii) A cj l x(i) > d,(i). 
. 
at 1 is n c of primes which occur in the prime factor 
l xsb(i)} forI’= 1,. . . ,1. 
, l . . , x(i), . . .) of enx(i)E&foriSI 
use the condition A - x must be satisfied and 
ore, for any j S k there is an i h that cj l x(i) > dj(i)m 
ends to a s43Dution f 
done for those. Denoting 
Hll+k itself is equivalent to 
V 
(il....&) 
c+k 
(l + k) A iI l X(i) s b(i) A ,& Cj l x($) > a(4)). 
j = i 
of linear diophantine inequalities. 
ue to the results of Sieveking and vsn zur 
leteness now is 
any theory with 
iVP-complete. 
clear becau: : the set of ex&ential sentence ’ 
a non-trivial relation (e.g. equality). ci 
tdte &v&&My relation in $41, then [El] n 
OnIy hardness has to be shown. Let F(X,, . . . , X,) be a B 
formula. Replace tlx Boolean variables by the atomic formula (pi 1 x) 
pi is the ith prime and set: 
GF=*F(p* I&P*lX, l l l ,pn Id- 
A Turing machine can construct he first n primes in polynomial time anct 
F(XI,=.., X,&SAT iff SAM&& 
Thus we have a polynomial reduction from SAT to [3] n SA. Cl 
If we do not allow the divisibility-relation, then [3] n SA is in P, because ven 
3-sentences for the whole arithmetic (Hilberts 10th problem in one unknown) can 
be dc -ided in polynomial time. 
Exponential complexity for Q class dejked by a finite prefix 
The fact that the 3*-sentences of PA and SA have the same complexity 
suggests he question whether this is also true for other ‘simple’ formula classes. Bn 
[ 141 we showed that the classes of PA defined by a finite prefix Q1, . . . , (?1, are 
included in the polynomial-time hierarchy. Here we show that this is not the case 
for SA: 
. There is a jiked quantifier prej2, Q,, . . . , Q, and a constant c > 0 
such that 
CQ 1 l l . Qs] n SA & NHME(2’9. 
We reduce -as in the proof of Theorem 4.2-the origin constrained 
domino problem for S = S,. to formulas with a simple quantifier prefix. The 
encoding is however quite differen: and the reduction more co licated. Take a 
domino 9 = (D, D,-,, H, V) with 
that we already used in [14] for 
natural numbers in order to reduce 
pleteness of [3 nPA. We 
- c for 8 (x, y) E S, and a d =S k. c may be any constant not 
bj and bp (h the sequel we set for simplicity 
‘(t, z, p) where G’(t, z, p) is the conjunction of 
+q=pvq=l))h (qIz~PIqvq=l)~zJt~Pz~t 
e maximal power of p dividing t) and of the 
both pui and pGi hence 
the second and third 
last formula says that 
vertically adjacent points. 
rder of S (i.e. a, = a*“); 
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O(z): 
similarly there is exactly one 2” such that V(z, 2”) holds, unless z 
encodes a point on the upper border of S (i.e. b,, = b&. 
z encodes the origin (i.e. a, = oo, by = 6,). 
D&) must assure that u is divided by 2d but not by 2d’i: 
D&) = G(t, t) A 3v (v”‘= z) A 
The construction of H and V is much more difficult: (2,~‘) has to express that 
z=pU, 2’ =qy’ with u=ax-b,,*2d and u’=ax+1-b,,-2d’ for a (x,y)~S and 
d, d’sk. 
Note that, if x = C ~~2’ and A+ = c $2’ are the binary representations of x and 
x’, then 
x’ =X+1 e V 
I 
/\(Xi=lAXI=O)h(Xj=OAXi)=l)A/\(Xi=XI) l 
jSn iCj i>j I 
We introduce Boolean variables e/,9 V;: for i = 1, . . . , n and substitute in the 
formula on the right side 
(Xi=l)wQ, (Xi =O)wlUi, 
( xf=l)d$ (x;=o)-lv;:. 
obtti a Boolean formula A(&, V) (U = U,, . . . , U,, V = VI, . . . , Vn). It is 
well known (see e.g. [35]) that ihere is a polynomial algorithm taking any 
Boolean formula F(X,, . . . , Xn) to a Boolean formula G(X,, . . _ ,X,, Yl, . . . , U,) 
which is in 3-CNF and has length O(]F]) such that for all (Ed, _ . . , E,) L (0, I}” 
3i(Fj,..., en) E TRUE iff G(q) . . . , E,, Y1, . . . , Y,) is satisfiable 
We apply this to A( U, V) and obtain a formula B(U, V, W) (where W = 
K9 
m 
C, = 
rI 
cg. ~l-W) 
i=l 
where the ci and Ei are primes different from 2, Uj, Gj, bj and 6j. With the same 
idea as in the construction of G(t, z) we obtain a formula G(c,,,) saying that c,,, 
has this form for some (~1, . . . , Wm) E (0, 1)“. 
B(U, V, W) is in 3-CNF, i.e. it has the form 
A cjl v cj2 v cj3 with Cjk E (Ui, le/i, Vi, T&j M$, 7 
i 
NOW! we substitute atoms of SA for the Cjk: 
24 E. Griidr 
~3 gives a formula B’(z, z’, c,) = Wu Vu VW A*(z, z’, c,, u, u, w) where A’ is 
qmti&r-free. If we assume that z = p” an8 z ’ = q”’ with u = (I, - by - 2d and 
U 
t- -axv.by’.2d’, then the construction makes clear that B(z, 2’):s 
3c, B’(z, i’, cW) expresses that a,* = ax+l. The construction of a formula C(z, 2’) 
expressing that b,,. = 6,. is much easier. Now 
H(z, z’):=G(r, z) A G(t, z’) A B(z, z’) A C(z, z’) 
has the required properties; dl parts of H(z, z’) have a fixed prefix (independent 
of n) and are constructible in polynomial time. The construction of V(z, z’)- 
completely analogous to H(z, z’) -and of O(z) and K(t) is now a matter of 
routine. We omit the details. 
FmaUy we set 
A 'tlr hrZ' 
[ 
H(z, z’)-, (d xEH tDdtz) - Dd*(Z’))] 
(d xv tDdcz) A Dd’(z’))] - 
. 
3tF& is true if and only if there is a tiling of the space &” by 9. Furthermore 
F,(r) has a !%ed quantifier preti (independent of n) and is constructible in 
polynomial e from 9. Now the theorem follows from Theorem 3.3. Cl 
After the more detailed treatment of Presburger and Skolem arithmetic in the 
last two sections we mention here some results on other logical theories and wish 
to indicate some possible lines of future research. 
Theories with double exponential complexity 
It seems to be typical for first-order 
E(exp,(cn), n) that the subclasses with 
theories with complexity, say, 
at most m quantifier alternations 
have a complexity which is one exponential step lower: essentially 
exp,_ I(p,(n)), m’) where p,(n) is a polynomial and m ’ linearly 
t of m (see e.g. [29], [lo], [39] and Theorems 5.2 and 5.5). For very 
small m the complexity can even be lower (e.g. NP-completeness for a*- 
sentences in Presburger and Skolem arithmetic). It is interesting to consider in 
particular the complexity of the classes defined by these small m, because 
arising in mathematical practice are likely to be formulated by 
few alternations. (Normally we are not able to understand 
any alternating blocks of quanti ers unless quantifiers may be 
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‘hidden’ in concepts which are open to a higher level of intuition.) For many 
theories these problems have not yet been investigated. 
A limitation of the total number of quantifiers instead corresponds to a 
restriction of the considered problem to a fixed dimension. Such a limitation 
results in a further - often exponential - decrease of complexity. In the case of 
Presburger arithmetic it is proved in [14] that subclasses with fixed dimension are 
contained in the polynomial time hierarchy, i.e. they have a complexity two 
exponential steps smaller than the unrestricted theory. 
This is, however, not the case for all theories with double exponential 
complexity. As an example we consider the theory of natural numbers with 
successor and an added unary predicate, i.e. the set of sentences atisfiable in 
(IV; 0, ‘, P) where P is a subset of N. We denote it by sat(N; 0, ‘, P). It is known 
that there are positive constants c and d such that 
sat@; 0, ‘, P) E NTIME(exp&n)) - NTIME(exp@z)) PI9 PI* 
We will show that a very simple prefix is enough to define a formula class with 
exponential complexity: 
core . There is a positive constant c such that 
[VV] n sat(N; 0, ‘, P) $ NTIME(2”‘). 
The proof proceeds by a reduction of the origin constrained domino 
problem for S = S,. = (0, . . . ,2” - 1) x (0, . . . ,2” - 1) to [VV] f~ sat@; 0, ‘, P). 
We are given a domino 9 = (D, DO, H, V) with D = (0,. . . , k}. Let 
Xl, l l l 9 &, y1, l l l 9 y, be the binary representation of a point (x, y) e S. The fact 
that the point (x, y) is tiled by CB is encoded by the binary word 
Xl l l l &Yl l l l y,JdOkFd of length 2n + k. Now we expand the word by adding 11 
at the beginning and by putting a 0 between any two letters, i.e. we define: 
W l = p10X*0X*0 l l l o.xnoy*o l l l oy,o 10 l l l 1010 0 - l l al E {o,l)h+=+3. XY l 0 
length4n +3 7 yig 
Sets:=4n+2k+3andt:=4n+3. Atilingr:S+DdefinesapredicatePsNin 
the following way: Concatenate all wXy (in lexicographical order with respect o 
(x, y)) - this gives a word of length ,2”+’ - and repeat hus word infinitely often. 
e infinite word you get is the characteristic function of P E N. 
A predicate P c N represents a mapping z : S -+ D in this sense iff A,(P) holds 
which is the conjunction of the following formulas: 
P(o) A P(1) A x lP(2i + I), 
i=l 
P(X) A P(X + I)-+ I rhrl lP(X + 2i) A P(X +S) A 
i=l 
)AP(X+l)+ (x+2i*l)~~-Q(x+s+2i+l) 
i=l 
A P(x+s+2j+l)-P(x+2j+l) 
(3) 
ts: (1) expresses that P begins with a subword which encodes the point 
nce of 11 is the beginning of a subword of length 
every second letter is a 0; (3) says that after a subword representing the 
subword encodes (0,O); (4) expresses that two 
e two successive points with respect to +Ae lexi- 
in S; and (5) finally assures that the coordinates 
int determine uniqueIy by which tile it is tiled. (This is necessary 
the mapping infinitely often.) 
int is encoded by a subword of P which begins 
versely, for each x E N with P(x) and P(x’) 
at x represents such a tiled point. Now, the 
is tiled by d. It is now a matter of routine to construct an 
a &(P) sa@g that the origin is tiled with a tile from Do. Also we can 
formulas H(x, y) and V(x, y) expressing, that the subword 
x and y correspond to horizontally resp. vertically adjacent 
4) the sentence 
FD =A,(P) A &(P) A 
by a P 5 N if and only if there is a tiling of 
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A similar theorem r01& for the theory of M-functions with an added unary 
_l, P) be the set of sentences atisfiable i model (M;f, p) 
is an injective function and P a subset of Like sat(N; ‘, P), 
this theory has double exponential upper and lower complexity bounds [8], [S]. 
. There is a positive constant c such that 
31 n saWKti-l, P) $ 
Consider the formula 
It expresses that (M; f) contains a uniquely determined submodel which is 
FL be the formula FD constructed in the proof of 
th successor function ’ replaced by f and set: FD = C n FL. If FD k 
satisfiable, then FD obviously is satisfiable by the same model. Conversely, if & 
has a model, this model contains a submodel which satisfies FD. Finally, observe 
that the prenex normal form of & has prefix 3VV3. 0 
Theories in PSPACE and AEXPTIME 
The simplest logical theories are those whose decision problem is solvable in 
polynomial space. We can’t do any better because every theory which is not 
utterly trivial - i.e. which has a model with at least one relation which is true for 
some elements and false for others -is hard for PSPACE. This is easily proved 
from Stockmeyers esult that the theory of quantified Boolean formulas QBF (i.e. 
the theory of the oolean algebra with two elements) is PSPACE-complete [36]: 
Let Th be any theory with a (non-trivial) predicate P. We define a polynomial 
reduction from QBF to Th: 
G = Q,XI l l l Q,X,F(X,, . . . , Xs) - e = Q$, l l l Q&F(P(x’,), . . . , P(Zs)) 
(where the Zi are sequences of variables with length corresponding to the arity of 
P). e is in Th if and only if G is in QBF. Note that P may also be equality (if Th 
has a model with at least two elements). 
Exactly the same argument applies to subclasses with bounded quantifier 
alternations: 
. For Th as above let Thm,3 and Th,,V be the sentences of Th with at 
most ~~2 quantifier alternations which begin with an 3 and an 
Th,,3 is .Z$hard, 
T~,,v is -hard. 
cIass of quantified ookan fommIas with Szn alternations with 
S$compIete ( , as was shown by 
same reduction 
contained in PWACE. ong them are 
rs and of rational aumbers with order, 
phical order, Th((0, l)*; =S). 
roceed by showing that the range of the quantiIiers 
IynomiaI ]I$ Thus we can infer immediately: 
Th be any oftbe theories (1) to (5) and let Th,,,3 and Th,,,,+, be 
more interesting is of course the question whether Theorem 6.4 also 
more impoortant theories whose decision problem requires 
nential time. For Th(R; +. G) this was recently apqwered 
is also true, e.g., for the theory of the binary tree 
successors and for theory of a permutation. 
ple to this pattern is the theory of Boolean algebras (shown to 
-complete by Kozen [20]). The author could prove in [U], that 
m 2 I) the sentences with m + 1 quantifier alternations in this theory form 
a set which cannot be deci by m-alternating Turing machies in less than 2c”‘m 
steps (for some constant which is independent of m). To investigate other 
under this point of view remains an interesting open 
problem. 
t 
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